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ABSTRACT

A Test Between Unemployment Theories Using Matching Data*

A new methodology is described which tests between various equilibrium
theories of unemployment using matching data. The Paper shows how to
correct econometrically for temporal aggregation effects, where the
econometrician’s aim is to identify a matching process using data which is
recorded monthly, and also shows how to identify different unemployment
theories on the data. As implementing this test requires information on the
inflow of new vacancies over time, this Paper uses employment agency data
for the UK over the period 1985-99.

Although the standard random matching approach provides a reasonably
good fit, the empirical evidence provides greater support for ‘stock-flow’
matching. Estimates find that over this period, around 87% of newly laid-off
workers are on the long-side of their markets and so match with the flow of
new vacancies as those vacancies come onto the market. In particular, these
workers experience average durations of unemployment which exceed six
months and their matching rates are highly correlated with the inflow of new
vacancies. This job queue interpretation of the matching data has important
implications for government policy on long term unemployment and optimal
UI. It also suggests that previous estimates of the so-called matching function
have been misspecified, which potentially explains the large variation in
results obtained in that literature.
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1 Introduction
This paper uses matching data to test between various equilibrium theories of unem-
ployment. Obviously this is important as different unemployment hypotheses typi-
cally have different implications for optimal government policy. One unemployment
hypothesis considered here is the frictional matching approach, such as the random
matching approach as described in Mortensen and Pissarides [1999] and Pissarides
[2000]) or the directed search approach (e.g. Montgomery [1991]). In those liter-
atures, the re-employment rate λ of an unemployed worker at any point in time
depends on the contemporaneous stocks of vacancies V and unemployed job seekers
U in the market; i.e. λ = λ(V, U). In contrast an efficiency wage theory, or the notion
of job queues, suggests instead that unemployed job seekers are on the long side of the
labour market. If v denotes the inflow of new vacancies, then as described in Shapiro
and Stiglitz (1984), frictionless matching implies λU = v, where the outflow of the U
unemployed workers equals the inflow of new vacancies. This implies an individual
re-employment hazard rate of the form λ = v/U which, critically, depends on the
inflow of new vacancies v rather than on the current vacancy stock V. As the stock
of vacancies V and the inflow of new vacancies v have different time series proper-
ties [see below], the following discriminates between these unemployment hypotheses
using matching data.
In implementing this test, this paper also makes two important methodological

contributions. First it explicitly takes note that the econometric framework is trying
to identify a continuous time matching process while using time series data which
record the matching rate as total matches over each month. Typically such temporal
aggregation of the data is ignored in the matching literature, though it has been
noted that ignoring such aggregation effects introduces a potential bias [see Burdett
et al. [1994] and Berman [1997] and also Petrongolo and Pissarides [2001] for a recent
survey]. Here we show that correcting this bias requires constructing monthly ‘at risk’
measures for the number of job seekers and vacancies in the market.
The second contribution is that we show the underlying continuous time match-

ing process can be identified econometrically for two particular cases; (a) random
matching, where the stock of vacancies matches with the stock of unemployed job
seekers, and (b) stock-flow matching, where the stock of agents on one side of the
market matches with the flow of entrants on the other side. Indeed, the efficiency
wage literature describes an example of stock-flow matching where all unemployed
workers are assumed to be on the short side of the market and so match with the flow
of new vacancies coming onto the market. But the stock-flow matching literature, as
described by Taylor [1995], Coles and Muthoo [1998], Coles and Smith [1998], Coles
[1999], Gregg and Petrongolo [2001], allows two sided stock-flow matching. In partic-
ular with a segmented labour market where submarkets are differentiated by skill or
location, stock flow matching implies an econometric structure where proportion p of
newly unemployed workers are on the short-side of their respective submarket and so
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match immediately. But proportion 1− p find there is no suitable vacancy currently
on the market and must then wait for one to enter. As implied by the efficiency wage
approach, these workers then match at rate λ = λ(v, U) which depends on the inflow
of new vacancies, with crowding out by competing unemployed job seekers.
Clearly a crucial aspect of two sided stock flow matching is that there is (unob-

served) heterogeneity across vacancies and unemployed job seekers. This approach is
not unrelated to the hazard function literature which assumes there are two types of
workers, those that match quickly and those that match slowly (see Lancaster and
Nickell [1980] and Heckman and Singer [1984]). In contrast, stock-flow matching as-
sumes some workers are on the short-side of their particular job specialisation and
so match (arbitrarily?) quickly, while others are on the long side and must wait for
new vacancies to enter the market. However most importantly, stock-flow matching
implies different restrictions on the underlying matching process. In particular, it im-
plies that the stock of unemployed workers U (i.e. those that do not find immediate
re-employment) matches with the flow of new vacancies v (they are job rationed),
rather than with the stock V (which assumes frictional unemployment).
Controlling for temporal aggregation effects and distinguishing between the above

unemployment theories requires vacancy inflow information. Unfortunately such data
is not available for the United States where inches of help-wanted advertisements are
used to measure vacancies and there is no information on whether a particular job
advertisement is new or is a re-advertisement. Fortunately, Job Center data in the
United Kingdom provides this flow information for the U.K. labor market. However,
even though the results presented are obtained for the U.K. labor market, the insights
provide a useful re-interpretation of U.S. matching data.
For example Figure 1, which is taken from Blanchard and Diamond [1989], de-

scribes the number of unemployed workers who find work each month and the stocks of
unemployed workers and vacancies in the U.S. manufacturing sector. Blanchard and
Diamond [1989] estimate the aggregate matching process assuming random matching
and do not attempt to identify other theories of unemployment on these data. How-
ever note that these data may also be consistent with the efficiency wage approach.
To see why, note that the measured number of matches is much more volatile than
the measured change in the stock of vacancies. This implies that a large increase
in the number of matches is highly correlated with a large increase in the inflow of
new vacancies, thereby leaving the stock of vacancies largely intact. (Otherwise, if
the inflow of new vacancies were fairly smooth, a large increase in the number of
matches would necessarily result in a large fall in the stock of vacancies.) The inflow
of new vacancies, rather than the stock of current vacancies, is much more important
in explaining short-run fluctuations in matching rates.

[Figure 1 around here]

Identifying the underlying matching process given temporally aggregated data
requires constructing measures of the number of vacancies and number of job seekers
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which are ‘at risk’ of matching during the month. The typical matching function
approach (implicitly) assumes that the stock variables recorded at the start of the
month provide suitable ‘at risk’ proxies. This paper establishes that the appropriate
‘at risk’ measure of vacancies in each month n is instead a weighted sum of the initial
stock of vacancies Vn and the inflow of new vacancies within the month, denoted vn
(throughout upper case will refer to stock variables, lower case to flow variables). The
appropriate weights in turn depend on the matching rate of vacancies. For example,
if the matching rate of vacancies were very slow, the appropriate at risk measure for
vacancies would be V n = Vn + 0.5vn as each new vacancy is, on average, ‘at risk’
for half of the month. However, if the matching rate of vacancies were arbitrarily
fast, we show that the appropriate at risk measure would instead be V n = Vn + vn
where each vacancy that enters at any stage during the month matches immediately.
The appropriate weight therefore depends on the matching rate of vacancies, and
this ‘at risk’ insight potentially explains why observed monthly matches are highly
correlated with the inflow of new vacancies. Obviously the same insights apply for at
risk measures of the number unemployed.
Using standard MLE techniques to identify the appropriate ‘at risk’ measures, the

first set of results estimate the identifying equations implied by random (or stock-
stock) matching on U.K. matching data for the period 1985-99. Assuming a standard
Cobb-Douglas function of the form λ = aU

α
V

β
, we first establish that the hypothesis

of constant returns to matching is accepted. However an important robustness test
then includes the flow of new vacancies v as an additional explanatory variable for
λ, where the random matching structure implies v should not have any additional
explanatory power. It is found that including v not only much improves the fit, the
vacancy stock parameter becomes insignificant and wrong-signed. Although incon-
sistent with the identifying equations implied by random matching, this implies that
temporal aggregation of the data cannot fully explain the high correlation between
observed monthly matching figures and the inflow of new vacancies over the month.
The underlying implication being that the inflow of new vacancies plays a more direct
role on observed matching rates than is allowed by imposing random, or stock-stock,
matching.
The second set of results instead estimate those matching equations which are

identified by assuming stock-flow matching. Estimation for the period 1985-1999
finds p ≈ 0.1 and is highly significant. Although unemployment rates for this period
were rather high - with an average duration of unemployment of around 6 months -
this estimate implies that around 10% of newly unemployed workers had skills which
were in relatively short supply and so quickly found work. Estimates also find that the
re-employment rates of those who fail to match immediately are driven statistically
by the inflow of new vacancies, and are crowded out by the stock of unemployed
workers. Indeed, although marginally rejected by the data, the estimated equations
are remarkably close to λ = v/U as suggested in Shapiro and Stiglitz [1984]. This
is strong support for the notion that the longer-term unemployed are job-rationed,
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being forced to chase new vacancies as those vacancies come onto the market.
These results have very important policy implications. For example the optimal

unemployment insurance (UI) literature, where job search effort is not observed by
the government, argues that UI payments should decrease with duration to promote
greater job search effort (e.g. Shavell and Weiss [1979] and more recently Hopenhayn
and Nicolini [1997] and Fredriksson and Holmlund [2001]).1 But the above estimated
job matching process λ ' v/U for the longer term unemployed implies this cannot be
an optimal policy. In particular with job rationing, reducing the quality of UI coverage
to encourage greater job search effort merely generates pure displacement effects. It
also suggests that when trying to reduce longer term unemployment, policies aimed
at increasing search effort (such as the Job Restart scheme in the United Kingdom)
are misplaced. The essential market failure is more likely a wage distortion (so that
the longer term unemployed are job rationed) rather than a job search failure.

2 The Empirical Framework
Throughout we suppose that at every date t, the re-employment probabilities of un-
employed workers are described by a pair (p(t),λ(t)) where p(t) is the proportion of
workers laid off at date t who find immediate re-employment, while λ(t) is the hazard
rate of re-employment of a worker who has been unemployed for some (strictly posi-
tive) period of time. As described in the Introduction, different equilibrium theories
of unemployment have different implications for these variables. In particular, each
theory i implies functional forms (pi,λi) : (U, V, u, v)→ R2

+ where U, V are the stocks
of unemployed workers and vacancies respectively, and u, v refer to the flow of new
job seekers and new vacancies into the market.
First consider the efficiency wage approach, theory i = E. Involuntary unem-

ployment implies pE = 0; it takes time to find work. Furthermore, in the absence of
search frictions, each vacancy is immediately filled as it enters the market. If workers
are identical, the re-employment hazard rate of an unemployed worker, denoted λE,
is λE = v/U. For econometric purposes we consider a more general specification of
the form λE = λE(v, U), where the faster the arrival rate of new vacancies v, the
sooner a worker will escape unemployment, but there is crowding out by the other
unemployed job seekers.
The random matching approach, i = M, also assumes pM = 0, but unlike the

efficiency wage hypothesis assumes a re-employment hazard rate λM = λM(V, U),
where constant returns to matching imply λM = λM(V/U). Note that this specifi-
cation corresponds to the so-called matching function as estimated in the matching
literature.
Stock-flow matching, i = SF, assumes a segmented labour market. A job seeker

who has just lost his job, samples the stock of vacancies currently on the market. With
some probability p, the worker is on the short-side of the relevant submarket and so
immediately exits unemployment. Coles and Smith [1998] describe a particular case
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with pure idiosyncratic match payoffs. Their model suggests that the re-employment
probability of a recently laid off worker is an increasing function of the stock of current
vacancies V . However, as several workers might be laid off at the same time, stock-
flow matching implies there may be crowding out by other recently laid-off workers,
which suggests p = pSF (V, u) > 0.
With probability 1 − pSF a newly unemployed worker finds there is no suitable

vacancy and so has to wait for a suitable vacancy to arrive. In that case, the worker’s
re-employment hazard rate is λ = λSF (v, U) where as in the efficiency wage case, this
worker has to compete against the other unemployed workers to match with the flow
of new vacancies coming onto the market.
Note that these different theories essentially provide different identifying restric-

tions. Stock-flow matching implies that the stock of unemployed workers cannot
match with the current stock of vacancies, the idea being that if such a match exists,
the worker should already have exited unemployment. Hence pSF should only depend
on (V, u) (the stock of vacancies matches with the flow of unemployed workers] and
λSF should only depend on (v, U) [the stock of unemployed workers matches with the
flow of new vacancies). In contrast the random matching approach assumes stock-
stock matching, while efficiency wages implies one-sided stock-flow matching, that
the stock of unemployed workers matches with the flow of new vacancies and pE = 0.
We now show how to identify (pi,λi) using data which is temporally aggregated.

3 Temporal Aggregation
As (U, V, u, v) are time varying, let (p(t),λ(t)) denote the true underlying matching
probabilities. If M(t) denotes the expected flow matching rate at a point in time, it
is given by

M(t) = λ(t)U(t) + p(t)u(t). (1)

The first term describes the flow out of unemployment by the current stock of job
seekers, the second describes the flow of newly unemployed workers u(t) who immedi-
ately become re-employed. The econometric issue is identifying this continuous time
matching relationship using data which is recorded as monthly time series.
The data record the stock of unemployed workers Un at the beginning of each

month n ∈ N , and the total inflow of newly-unemployed workers un during each
month. Similarly the data record the initial vacancy stock Vn and the total vacancy
inflow vn. A temporal aggregation bias arises as the data only record the total number
of matches during each month which presumably depends on how the stock variables
change over the month.2

To control econometrically for this bias, consider how the stock of unemployment
U(t) changes over time t in month n ∈ N where t ∈ [n, n+ 1). Given λ(t), p(t) over
this month and entry rate u(t) of new unemployed workers, the stock of unemployed
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job seekers at time t is simply:

U(t) = Une
− R t

n
λ(s)ds +

Z t

n

u(t0)[1− p(t0)]e−
R t
t0 λ(s)dsdt0. (2)

The first term describes the number unemployed at the start of the month who remain
unemployed by date t. The second describes all those laid-off at some date t0 ∈ [n, t]
and have also failed to find employment by date t.
Given there is no other available information, the first identifying assumption

is that the entry rates of new unemployed workers and new vacancies are constant
within the month. As the data record the total inflows within the month, which
we denote as un, vn, this identifying restriction implies u(t0) = un, v(t0) = vn for all
t0 ∈ [n, n+ 1), and (2) reduces to

U(t) = Une
− R t

n
λ(s)ds + un

Z t

n

[1− p(t0)]e−
R t
t0 λ(s)dsdt0.

The second identifying restriction uses a plausible approximation suggested by the
data. In both the Blanchard and Diamond [1989] data, and the data used here (see
Figures 2 and 3 below), the proportional monthly change in the stock of unemploy-
ment and vacancies is small. Assuming the matching elasticities of λi, pi with respect
to the stock variables are not too high (see the estimates reported below) and given
the identifying restriction that the flow variables are constant within the month, a
reasonable approximation is that λ, p do not vary much within the month. In that
case, assuming λ(t) = λn, p(t) = pn for all t ∈ [n, n + 1), integrating the above now
gives

U(t) = Une
−λn(t−n) + un[1− pn]1− e

−λn(t−n)

λn
.

Computing expected total matches over the month, denoted Mn, where

Mn =
n+1

∫
n
M(t)dt,

and using the above identifying assumptions implies

Mn =

Z n+1

n

[λnU(t) + pnun]dt.

Substituting out U(t) using the above and integrating implies the following Proposi-
tion.
Proposition 1: The Temporally Aggregated Matching Function
Given the identifying assumptions
(i) u, v are constant within the period, and
(ii) λ, p are constant within the period,
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then expected total matches over the period are

Mn = Un[1− e−λn] + unpn + un(1− pn)
·
e−λn − 1 + λn

λn

¸
. (3)

Proof follows directly from the above.
The temporally aggregated matching function described in (3) is composed of

three terms. The first describes those in the initial stock of unemployed workers
who successfully match within the month, the second describes those laid off who
immediately find work, and the third describes those laid off who subsequently match
with a new vacancy.
This temporally aggregated matching function was first identified by Gregg and

Petrongolo [2001]. The argument is symmetric for vacancies. In particular, if a new
vacancy matches immediately with probability q and if it fails to match immediately
subsequently matches at rate µ, symmetry implies

Mn = Vn[1− e−µn ] + vn
·
1− (1− qn)1− e

−µn

µn

¸
. (4)

Estimating these matching equations (3) and (4) consistently involves the construc-
tion of suitable ‘at risk’ measures. However as the different matching theories imply
different identifying restrictions, we consider each separately.

4 Identification with temporally aggregated data.

4.1 Random Matching

Random matching implies the identifying restriction pn = 0, which says that it takes
time for an unemployed job seeker to locate a suitable vacancy. The temporally
aggregated matching function described in Proposition 1 is then

Mn = Un[1− e−λn ] + un
·
e−λn − 1 + λn

λn

¸
. (5)

Now define Un as that number where

Mn = Un[1− e−λn ].
As each unemployed worker matches at rate λn over month n, and as Mn is the
expected total number that match over the month, then Un as defined must describe
the average number of unemployed workers ‘at risk’ over that month. (5) implies the
relevant measure for Un is:

Un = Un +
e−λn − 1 + λn
λn[1− e−λn] un. (6)
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To see that this is the appropriate monthly ‘at risk’ measure of unemployment with
temporally aggregated data, first suppose λn ≈ 0, that each unemployed worker
matches very slowly. (6) then implies Un ≈ Un + 0.5un which follows as each newly
unemployed worker is ‘at risk’ in the market for on average half of the month. In
contrast suppose λn →∞ which implies Un → Un + un. If workers match arbitrarily
quickly, then Un+un is the effective total number ‘at risk’ as each unemployed worker
who enters the market matches immediately. (6) therefore computes the consistent
‘at risk’ measure of unemployment for all possible matching rates λn ≥ 0.
The argument is symmetric for vacancies. Random matching implies qn = 0, it

takes time to find a job seeker, and so (4) implies

Mn = Vn[1− e−µn ] + vn
·
1− 1− e

−µn

µn

¸
. (7)

Now define V n as that number where

Mn = V n[1− e−µn],

and note that (7) implies

V n = Vn +
e−µn − 1 + µn
µn[1− e−µn]

vn, (8)

where the same ‘at risk’ interpretation for V n applies.
Given these at risk measures Un, V n, (5) and (7) together imply

Un[1− e−λn ] = V n[1− e−µn ], (9)

which is an identifying restriction - the number of workers who match must equal the
number of vacancies that match.
Given λ(t) = λn within the month, a useful econometric specification for λ

M is

λn = λM(Un, V n; θ), (10)

which says that the average matching rate of an unemployed job seeker in month n,
depends on the average number of vacancies which are ‘at risk’ over that month, with
crowding out by the average number of job seekers ‘at risk’ over that month, where θ
are the underlying parameters to be estimated. Most importantly, specification (10)
now implies the data are exactly identified. Given θ and period n data (un, vn, Un, Vn),
the equations (6),(8) for Un and V n, the identifying restriction (9) and the functional
form (10) provide 4 equations for the four period n unknowns λn, µn, Un, V n [where
pn = qn = 0]. The predicted number of matches in the month is then

Mn(θ) = Un[1− e−λn ], (11)
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where the identifying restriction (9) implies this measure is consistent with both of
the temporally aggregated matching functions defined in (3) and (4).3

The above has essentially assumed a continuum of agents to compute the average
number of agents at risk over the month. The data however is generated by atomistic
agents, where realised total matches cMn are the outcome of a random matching pro-
cess. In each month there is approximately Un ‘trials’ where, in the United Kingdom,
Un is of the order of a million. As each worker has a monthly matching probability
of around 1/6 [expected duration of unemployment in the United Kingdom for this
period of time is around 6 months] we assume these large numbers imply realised
matches, denoted cMn, are approximately normally distributed with meanMn(θ).We
can then estimate θ using standard MLE techniques.

4.2 Stock-Flow Matching

The same approach applies to stock flow matching, but the identifying restrictions
are different. Stock flow matching implies that those new vacancies which match
immediately, do so with an unemployed worker who is on the long side of their
particular submarket. Using (3) and (4), this implies

qnvn = Un[1− e−λn ] + un(1− pn)
·
1− 1− e

−λn

λn

¸
,

which says that the number of unemployed workers who match with the flow of new
vacancies equals the number of new vacancies that match immediately. Now define
Un where

Un = Un +
e−λn − 1 + λn
λn[1− e−λn] (1− pn)un, (12)

and write this matching condition more simply as

qnvn = (1− e−λn)Un. (13)

Symmetry implies the appropriate at risk measure for vacancies, V n, is

V n = Vn +
e−µn − 1 + µn
µn[1− e−µn ]

(1− qn)vn, (14)

and stock-flow matching implies the identifying restriction:

pnun = (1− e−µn)V n, (15)

where the inflow of new unemployed workers potentially match immediately with the
current stock of vacancies.
Given the data is temporally aggregated, we adopt the econometric specification:

λn = λSF (vn, Un; θ) (16)

pn = pSF (un, V n; θ), (17)
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which says that the stock of unemployed workers Un match at rate λn with the
flow of new vacancies vn, while the flow of newly laid-off workers potentially match
immediately, with probability pn, with the stock of vacancies V n.
Again these specifications imply the theory is exactly identified. This time given θ

and period n data, we have 6 equations which jointly determine (Un, V n,λn, µn, pn, qn).
Expected matches are then

Mn(θ) = Un(1− e−λn) + pnun, (18)

and we use MLE techniques to estimate θ.

4.3 Efficiency Wage

This is a special case of stock flow matching with p = 0, q = 1; i.e. there is one-
sided stock flow matching where the stock of unemployed workers matches with the
flow of vacancies. This implies a directly testable, over-identifying restriction for the
stock-flow case.

5 Estimation
As explained above, the different matching theories, random or stock-flow, imply
different identifying restrictions on the temporally aggregated data. Given those
identifying restrictions and the data (un, Un, vn, Vn), (11) for random matching and
(18) for stock-flow matching imply expected matches Mn(θ) in month n, where θ are
the parameters of interest. Given the actual measure cMn of matches in month n, the
set of parameters θ is estimated by non-linear least squares; i.e.

min
θ

X
n

[cMn −Mn(θ)]
2, (19)

and we assume the residual error is approximately normal to construct standard
errors.

5.1 The data

Clearly this approach requires data which distinguish between vacancy flows v and
stocks V . Using inches of help-wanted advertisements to measure vacancies, as is the
general procedure for the United States,4 is not sufficient as there is no information
on whether a particular job advertisement is new or is a re-advertisement. However
Job Center data provides this information for the U.K. labor market.
The U.K. Job Center system is a network of government funded employment

agencies, where each town/city typically has at least one Job Center. A Job Center’s
services are free of charge to all users, both to job seekers and to firms advertising
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vacancies. Indeed to be entitled to receive welfare payments, an unemployed benefit
claimant in the United Kingdom is required to register at a Job Center.5

The vast majority of Job Center vacancy advertisements are for unskilled and
semi-skilled workers. Certainly the professionally trained are unlikely to find suitable
jobs there. Nevertheless, as the bulk of unemployment is experienced by unskilled
and semi-skilled workers [rather than by professionals], it seems reasonable that un-
derstanding the determinants of re-employment hazard rates at this level of matching
provides useful differentiating information between competing theories of equilibrium
unemployment.
The data is a monthly time series running from September 1985 to December

1999 [172 observations]. The data record not only the number unemployed (Un)
and number of unfilled vacancies (Vn) carried over from the previous month in the
United Kingdom, but also the number of new registered job seekers (un) and new
vacancies (vn) which register within each month n. The data also record the number
of vacancies which get filled (which provides our measure of matches Mn) and those
withdrawn by employers without being filled.
All data used are extracted from the NOMIS databank and not seasonally ad-

justed. The series are plotted in Figures 2 and 3. As is also suggested in the Blan-
chard and Diamond [1989] data, Figure 3 shows that the number of workers who
match within each month is closely correlated with the inflow of new vacancies, while
the vacancy stock is only weakly correlated with the matching outflow over the cycle.
Correlation coefficients are 0.78 and 0.08, respectively. For the unemployed, the cor-
relation coefficient between the inflow and the outflow is 63%, and the one between
the outflow and the stock is 50%. Data also show a much higher turnover rate for
vacancies than for the unemployed: the relevant inflow/stock ratio being 0.15 for the
unemployed and 1.12 for vacancies.

[Figures 2 and 3 around here]

There are several data issues. First, vacancies advertised at Job Centres are only
a fraction of existing job openings - Gregg and Wadsworth [1996] report that Job
Centres are used by roughly 50 percent of employers. There are (at least) two ways
of obtaining a suitable rescaling factor for our vacancy measuresMn, Vn, vn. First note
that if Mn were total U.K. matches [recall, it is the number of Job Center vacancies
that are filled], then λn =Mn/Un would be the average exit rate out of unemployment
in month n, and hence 1/λn = Un/Mn would be the average expected duration of
unemployment [measured in months]. Computing the sample average value of 1/λn
using Mn would imply an average duration of unemployment of around 14 months.
In contrast, the actual average duration of unemployment for this period is around
6.5 months. As this ratio [6.5]:[14] equals 0.46, it suggests that the Job Center’s
measure of the number of vacancies that are filled, Mn, is approximately 46% of the
actual U.K. total number of matches. An alternative approach is to note that total
hires can be proxied by Hn = un +∆Nn, where ∆Nn is the net change in aggregate
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employment and un is the inflow into unemployment in month n.6 γn = Mn/Hn is
then the share of total U.K. matches recorded in Job Centres. According to our data,
γn ranges between 0.25 and 0.75, with an average of 0.44, and does not display any
definite trend over the sample period.
Given both these figures are broadly consistent with Gregg andWadsworth [1996],

we assume that Job Center vacancies report 44% of total vacancies in the United
Kingdom, and so rescale all Job Center vacancy measuresMn, Vn, and vn, by dividing
through by 0.44. However it should be noted that this rescaling is largely cosmetic. As
we use log linear functional forms [i.e. Cobb-Douglas matching specifications], such
rescaling has little qualitative impact on the empirical results - its main effect is to
renormalise the intercept term. Nevertheless this rescaling is relevant for two reasons:
(i) it ensures that the predicted average duration of unemployment is consistent with
the data [around 6.5 months], and (ii) the identifying restriction - that the measured
number of vacancies which match is equal to the number of unemployed job seekers
that find work - is not unreasonable.7

A more fundamental data issue is that the time series for the stocks of unem-
ployment and vacancies are not stationary.8 Indeed there is quite a literature on
so-called shifting ‘Beveridge curves’ (see Petrongolo and Pissarides [2001] for a sur-
vey). Of course the matching structure defined above describes short-run variations
in matching rates due to short-run variations in labour market conditions. It cannot
be used to explain long-run matching trends due to, say, changes in the composition
of the workforce [more workers now attend higher education], or changes in job skill
requirements, or even medium-term regional migration.
To focus on explaining the short-run variations on observed matching rates, an

obvious approach is to detrend the data series, as already done in the matching
literature by Yashiv [2000]. Our first set of results, Tables 1 and 2, uses detrended
data obtained by filtering all time series with a Hodrick-Prescott [1997] filter with
smoothing parameter equal to 14400. To preserve series means we have added to the
detrended series their sample averages.
Our second set of results, which are presented in Tables 3 and 4 in the Appendix,

use the original, non-filtered data but include year dummies to capture any long
term trends. The advantage of using year dummies instead of HP filtering is that,
by estimating structural breaks and matching function parameters simultaneously,
it allows for a possible correlation between shift variables and other right-hand side
variables. The disadvantage is that it generates discontinuous “jumps” at arbitrary
discontinuity points, instead of a smooth long-run trend.
To keep the discussion coherent, the main text shall report and comment only on

the results obtained using the HP filtered data. However comparing Table 1 results
against those in Table 3, and Table 2 against Table 4 quickly establishes that the
results are qualitatively identical. To see the difference between the two approaches,
Figures 4 and 5 plot predicted matches for the parameter estimates obtained when
estimating the random matching function using the HP filtered data (Figure 4, with
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parameters given by Table 1) and using the non-filtered data with year dummies
(Figure 5, with parameters given by Table 3 in the Appendix).
As one would expect, the estimates using the filtered data imply predictions which

at times drift away from actual matches, but do a good job at reproducing the short-
run fluctuations. In contrast, while the estimates using non-filtered data and year
dummies do not explain the short-run fluctuations so well, they do not drift so much
from the actual series. As it seems less appropriate to identify short-run matching
behaviour based on medium to long run trends in the data, we prefer the results
obtained using the HP filtered data, but note that the discussion is qualitatively
identical for both approaches.

[Figures 4 and 5 around here]

5.2 Results

5.2.1 Random Matching

Given some initial parameters θ0, then for each observation n = 1, ..., 172, we solve nu-
merically (6)-(10) for Un, V n,λn, µn. Predicted matches for each n are thenMn(θ0) =
Un[1 − exp(−λn)]. Assuming residual errors are normally distributed, a maximum
likelihood estimator is obtained using a standard hill-climbing algorithm.

[Table 1 around here]

Given the identifying restrictions for randommatching, Table 1 describes the MLE
results using various functional forms for λn = λM(.). As the data is not seasonally
adjusted, all estimated equations include monthly dummies, which turn out to be
jointly significant in all specifications.9

Column 1 assumes the standard Cobb-Douglas specification - that

λn = exp
£
α0 + α1 lnV n + α2 lnUn

¤
.

The coefficients on (time-aggregated) vacancies and unemployment have the expected
sign and are significantly different from zero. Constant returns to scale in the match-
ing function are not rejected, given a Wald test statistics of 1.536 on the restriction
α1 = −α2. However unlike results typically found in the empirical matching litera-
ture, the estimated parameter value on V is remarkably close to unity. This suggests
an aggregate matching function M ≈ α0V ; i.e. that matching over this period is
entirely driven by the availability of vacancies, and there is pure crowding out by the
stock of unemployed job seekers.10

Column 2 imposes constant returns to matching. In columns 1 and 2 the predicted
value of λn is consistent with an expected unemployment duration of 6.8 months
(computed as the sample average of 1/λn), in line with the actual unemployment
duration during the sample period.
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Column 3 describes a robustness check. Recall that random matching implies the
matching rate of individual workers does not depend directly on the inflow of new
vacancies. While still controlling for temporal aggregation effects as described above,
Column 3 asks whether including the flow of new vacancies as an added explanatory
variable for λn improves the fit. In fact the fit is not only much improved, the
vacancy stock variable becomes insignificant and wrong signed. Column 4 drops the
vacancy stock term and the fit is essentially unchanged. In both Columns 3 and 4
constant returns in the matching function are rejected in favour of decreasing returns,
although imposing constant returns does not reduce substantially the log-likelihood
or the goodness of fit [Column 5].
The results of Table 1 establish that random matching and the temporal aggrega-

tion of the data do not explain the high correlation between total monthly matches
and the inflow of new vacancies. Of course columns 3-5 are inconsistent with the iden-
tifying assumptions for Table 1, that the stock of unemployed job seekers matches
with the stock of vacancies. To obtain consistent estimates of the matching process
we now turn to the stock-flow identifying restrictions.

5.2.2 Stock-Flow Matching

Under stock-flow matching, the at risk measures and matching probabilities Un,
V n,λn, µn, pn, qn are obtained by numerically solving (12)-(17) for each n, and a max-
imum likelihood estimator is obtained using a hill climbing algorithm which solves
(19). Assuming errors are normally distributed, the results for stock-flowmatching are
reported in Table 4 under alternative specifications for λn = λSF (.) and pn = pSF (.).
Recall that in contrast to random matching, stock flow matching implies λn depends
on the vacancy inflow and not on the stock of vacancies, while the efficiency wage
hypothesis predicts also pn = 0.

[Table 2 around here]

Column 1 adopts the functional form

λn = exp
¡
α0 + α1 lnV n + α2 ln vn + α3 lnUn

¢
,

while pn is estimated as a constant parameter, and constrained to be non-negative,
i.e. pn = exp(β0). Note that the stock-flow identifying restrictions are only consistent
with α1 = 0, while the efficiency wage approach implies β0 ¿ 0. The results of column
1 in Table 2 find that the vacancy stock effect is indeed insignificant [and wrong-
signed], but the initial matching rate of the newly unemployed, pn, is around 8%,
and significantly different from zero, with a standard error of 0.030.11 In column 2 we
drop the vacancy stock from the specification of λn, and re-estimate. The parameter
estimates are largely unchanged and strongly support the notion that the exit rates
of the longer term unemployed, λn, are driven by the inflow of new vacancies with an
estimated elasticity which is very close to unity.
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Columns 3-5 consider a more general specification for

pn = exp
¡
β0 + β1 lnV n + β2 ln vn + β3 lnun

¢
,

while leaving the specification of λn as in column 2 [which is consistent with the
identifying assumptions]. Unfortunately and perhaps due to the complexity of hav-
ing to solve jointly 6 non-linear identifying equations, we found that the parameter
estimates only converged when we imposed constant returns on the estimation rou-
tine; i.e. set α2 + α3 = 0 and β1 + β2 + β3 = 0. We are therefore unable to test
for constant returns to matching. However, imposing constant returns generates a
remarkable result - the column 3 estimates for λn are very close to the Shapiro and
Stiglitz [1984] prediction that λ = v/U ; recall we are estimating a log-linear form and
estimates find that the constant term is close to zero and the elasticities are close in
value to unity [also see column 5 in Table 1, though note that those estimates are
inconsistent with the identifying assumptions]. Unfortunately the specification for pn
is not well determined.
As including the vacancy inflow v in the specification of p is inconsistent with the

identifying assumptions, column 4 re-estimates by omitting vn from pn while impos-
ing constant returns.12 The fit in Column 4 is largely unchanged and the estimated
parameters for pn,λn are all significant and correctly signed. The estimates for λn
again suggest λ ' v/U (i.e. the longer term unemployed are job rationed) while the
probability a newly laid off worker obtains immediate re-employment is an increas-
ing function of the number of vacancies currently on the market, with crowding out
by other recently laid off workers. The sample averages of column 4 imply that of
the newly unemployed, around 13% on average find immediate re-employment. Of
those that enter the stock of longer term unemployment, their average matching rate
λn ≈ 0.124, which implies an expected duration of unemployment of 8.5 months.
Conditional on being laid-off, the average duration of unemployment is 7.5 months.
Column 4 provides strong support for the notion of stock-flow matching.
However, there are some caveats. Rather than drop the vacancy flow term in pn,

column 5 instead drops the vacancy stock term. Though inconsistent with the iden-
tifying assumptions of Table 2, column 5 provides us with a simple robustness check.
Somewhat reassuringly the estimates for λn are largely unchanged, but as the overall
fit is no worse than column 4, it suggests that pn is not well determined. Perhaps
this finding is not overly unsurprising. Assuming no search frictions is convenient - it
implies a very clean ‘stock-flow’ identifying structure - but is also somewhat extreme.
One might expect that even those workers whose job skills are in great demand might
still take a week or two to identify a suitable new employer. However, although pn
is not very well determined, the empirical results are not inconsistent with the iden-
tifying stock-flow assumptions. More importantly, the estimates for λn are robust
and have an obvious economic interpretation - the longer term unemployed are job
rationed.
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An additional useful consistency check is to note that the parameter estimates for
(p,λ) and the identifying assumptions imply equivalent information for the probability
a vacancy is immediately filled (q), and the matching rate of a vacancy that does not
fill immediately (µ). The results of column 4 in Table 2 imply average q = 0.556; i.e.
56% of all vacancies posted fill immediately. Of those that fail to match immediately,
average µ = 0.075. Of course, the high initial matching probability q reflects the
job rationing interpretation of the data, where λ = v/U across the longer term
unemployed.
In fact these numbers are not wholly inconsistent with observed vacancy hazard

rates. Figure 6, taken from Coles and Smith [1998], describes the empirical hazard
rate at which a vacancy posted in a U.K. Job Center is filled by duration. The
proportion of new vacancies filled on their first day of being posted in a U.K. Job
Center is indeed very high (around 30%), the vacancy hazard rate being much lower
thereafter. Our interpretation is that there are many unemployed workers chasing new
vacancies as they come onto the market. In fact U.K. Job Centers have a clear weekly
cycle. Mondays are very busy - this is when most new vacancies are posted and is the
day most active job seekers choose to check the boards - while Fridays are relatively
quiet. Indeed given such advertising behaviour, it is perhaps not surprising that the
random matching approach does not describe the data well. Of course it might be
argued that firms often have an employee in mind when a vacancy is posted, and this
‘cliff’ reflects a legal requirement that all vacancies must be advertised. Nevertheless,
the above maximum likelihood estimates do not use this hazard information, and yet
obtain results - corrected for temporal aggregation bias - which strongly support this
notion - that the stock of unemployed workers chase new vacancies as they enter Job
Centers [on Mondays].

[Figure 6 around here]

However the average duration of a vacancy predicted by column 4 is (1− q)/µ =
6 months which is much greater than the actual average duration which is around 3
weeks. This reflects that the predicted exit rate µ is very low. This can be partially
explained by noting that over 30% of vacancies that are not filled are actually with-
drawn from the Job Center. By ignoring this alternative exit process for vacancies
[which would require a more complicated competing risk model] we systematically
underpredict the exit rate of unfilled vacancies and so overestimate their average du-
rations. However, it is noticeable that the random matching estimates [see Table 1]
do much better in this dimension, giving an estimated average vacancy duration of 7
weeks. This result again suggests that pn - which describes the matching experience
of workers on the other side of the market - is not so well determined as λn.
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6 Conclusions
This paper has described a new methodology for estimating matching functions. Most
of the previous literature has largely ignored the temporal aggregation problem and
simply regressed total matches on the stock variables at the beginning of the month.
This paper has shown that correcting for temporal aggregation of the data requires
constructing ‘at risk’ variables, which depend not only on the initial stocks but also on
the inflow of new participants during the month. The main problem is obtaining data
on inflows. However when such data exists, we have also shown that an alternative
identifying structure exists, stock-flow matching, which allows the econometrician to
discriminate between different matching theories.
Using U.K. Job Center data for the period 1985-99, our main finding is that the

inflow of new vacancies plays a much more direct role in matching than is consis-
tent with random matching. The results strongly suggest that most unemployment
experience in the United Kingdom over this period is due to job rationing. Around
87% of newly unemployed workers are on the long side of the market, where finding a
job relies on waiting for new suitable vacancies to come onto the market, and where
the workers’ resulting average duration of unemployment exceeds 6 months. This job
queue interpretation of the data has important implications for government policy.
The underlying market failure is more likely a wage distortion [leading to job queue
formation] than a job search failure and so a Shavell-Weiss type argument, that UI
payments should decrease with duration to encourage greater search effort, may not
be empirically relevant.
These results also provide an important direction for future research. Although

the ‘stock-flow’ identifying structure seems to capture well the matching experience of
the longer term unemployed, it does not seem to capture so well the unemployment
experience of the very short term unemployed. An alternative is to assume that
search frictions bind for those workers who are on the short side of their markets
(it takes time to plough through the set of all possible employment opportunities)
but do not bind for those workers on the long side of their markets (they have to
wait for suitable new vacancies to arrive in the market). As in the hazard function
literature [e.g. Lancaster and Nickell [1980]], this implies unobserved heterogeneity
across workers, with two types who match at different rates. However in the previous
hazard function literature, it has been assumed that matching rates are captured
by the vacancy/unemployment ratio. Perhaps the critical contribution here is that
this may not be capturing the essential matching experience of most unemployed job
seekers. Those workers who match slowly do so because they are on the long-side of
the market, and the inflow of new vacancies is the relevant variable when describing
their matching rates.
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7 Appendix
The following Tables repeat the above estimation procedures, using the original [un-
transformed] data but including year dummies.

[Tables 3 and 4 around here]
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Notes
1. But see also Cahuc and Lehman [2000] for a challenge of this view.
2. Using the end-of-month stock Un+1 as a regressor for Mn would not offer a

solution to this problem. In this case end-of-month stocks would be depleted by
matches, thus generating a simultaneity (downward) bias in the estimated effect of
unemployment on matches (see Berman [1997] for a discussion on this).
3. In contrast, Gregg and Petrongolo [2001] do not compute these at risk measures

and instead estimate (3) assuming λ = λM(Un, Vn; θ) which ignores the matching
effects due to the inflow of new vacancies.
4. See Abraham [1987] for a description of U.S. vacancy data.
5. Gregg and Wadsworth [1996] report that Job Centres are used by roughly

80 percent of the claimant unemployed, 30 percent of employed job seekers and 50
percent of employers.
6. The employment series is also extracted from the NOMIS databank.
7. We have re-estimated the Tables that follow without rescaling the vacancy

measures [results not reported here]. The results are qualitatively identical, the main
difference being much smaller estimated intercept terms and so higher predicted av-
erage durations of unemployment.
8. ADF statistics (with 4 lags) are −1.181 and −0.806, respectively, against a

5% critical value of −3.12.
9. The exact specification used for predicted matches isMn(θ) = Un[1−exp(−λn)]+

dummies.
10. This property is also confirmed by estimating a log-linear matching function

à la Blanchard and Diamond [1989] on detrended data (results not reported here).
Similar findings are obtained by Burgess and Profit [2001]. They use Job Center
data disaggregated at the regional level, but do not control for temporal aggregation
effects.
11. Using the delta method: var(pn) = exp(2 ∗ β0)var(β0) = 0.0009.
12. Note, only Columns 2 and 4 in Table 2 are consistent with the stock-flow

identifying assumptions. The other specifications describe robustness checks.
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Table 1: Estimation results under random matching

1 2 3 4 5
ln[λn] constant −3.297

(2.194)
−0.572
(0.097)

4.126
(1.301)

2.552
(0.967)

−0.195
(0.051)

lnV n 1.231
(0.122)

1.133
(0.086)

−0.170
(0.113)

- -

ln vn - - 1.141
(0.070)

1.063
(0.042)

1.112
(0.035)

lnUn −1.038
(0.111)

−1.133a −1.276
(0.053)

−1.255
(0.054)

−1.112a

Log-likelihood -0.03003 -0.03024 -0.00747 -0.00762 -0.00795
R2 0.811 0.810 0.953 0.952 0.950
CRSb 1.536 - 10.429 7.528 -
monthly dummies = 0c 61.111 69.400 231.345 255.691 278.549
ADF d -4.429 -3.453 -4.420 -4.560 -4.445
Sample averages:
λn 0.151 0.151 0.143 0.143 0.143
1/λn 6.8 6.8 7.3 7.3 7.4
µn 0.591 0.597 0.560 0.560 0.556
1/µn 1.7 1.7 1.8 1.8 1.9

Notes. Monthly data not seasonally adjusted. All series are detrended with a HP filter with
smoothing a parameter equal to 14400. Dependent variable: vacancies filled at U.K. Job
Centres (adjusted). All specifications include monthly dummies. Estimation method: non-
linear least squares. Heteroskedatic-consistent standard errors (White 1980) are reported in
brackets. Predicted unemployment and vacancy durations are computed as sample averages
of 1/λn and 1/µn, respectively. No. Observations: 171. Source: NOMIS.

a. Coefficient constrained to equal the value reported.
b. Wald test, distributed as χ2(1), of the hypothesis that the sum of the coefficients on
lnV n, ln vn and lnUn is zero. Critical value at 5% significance level: χ2(1) = 3.841.
c. Wald test, distributed as χ2(11), of the hypothesis that monthly dummies are jointly
zero. Critical value at 5% significance level: χ2(11) = 19.675.
d. ADF statistics (four lags) for the presence of a unit root in the estimated residuals.
Critical value at 5% significance level: −2.23.
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Table 2: Estimation results under stock-flow matching

1 2 3 4 5
lnλn constant 4.587

(1.251)
2.771
(1.064)

−0.153
(0.055)

−0.238
(0.059)

−0.238
(0.403)

lnV n −0.106
(0.089)

_ _ _ _

ln vn 1.110
(0.052)

1.090
(0.046)

1.167
(0.058)

1.181
(0.064)

1.138
(0.042)

lnUn −1.347
(0.066)

−1.300
(0.068)

−1.167a −1.181a −1.138a

ln pn constant −2.535
(0.374)

−2.636
(0.398)

−3.022
(0.628)

−2.310
(0.531)

−2.705
(3.177)

lnV n _ _ 0.845
(0.644)

0.459
(0.234)

ln vn _ _ −1.642
(1.125)

_ 0.198
(3.479)

lnun 0.797a −0.459a −0.198a
log-likelihood -0.00729 -0.00739 -0.00754 -0.00776 -0.00785
R2 0.954 0.954 0.953 0.951 0.951
CRSb 12.295 10.041 — — —
monthly dummies = 0c 215.251 243.556 207.491 200.159 258.835
ADF d -4.645 -4.698 -4.462 -4.632 -5.764
Sample averages:
λn 0.132 0.133 0.137 0.124 0.132
pn 0.079 0.072 0.042 0.131 0.075
(1− pn) /λn 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.5 7.4
µn 0.046 0.042 0.025 0.075 0.042
qn 0.593 0.598 0.615 0.556 0.593
(1− qn) /µn 9.1 9.9 17.7 6.0 9.9

Notes. Monthly data not seasonally adjusted. All series are detrended with a HP filter with
smoothing a parameter equal to 14400. Dependent variable: vacancies filled at U.K. Job
Centres (adjusted). All specifications include monthly dummies. Estimation method: non-
linear least squares. Heteroskedatic-consistent standard errors (White 1980) are reported in
brackets. Predicted unemployment and vacancy durations are computed as sample averages
of (1− pn)/λn and (1− qn)/µn, respectively. No. observations: 171. Source: NOMIS.
a. Coefficient constrained to equal the value reported.
b. Wald test, distributed as χ2(1), of the hypothesis that the sum of the coefficients on
lnV n and lnUn is zero. Critical value at 5% significance level: χ2(1) = 3.841.
c. Wald test, distributed as χ2(11), of the hypothesis that monthly dummies are jointly
zero. Critical value at 5% significance level: χ2(11) = 19.675.
d. ADF statistics (four lags) for the presence of a unit root in the estimated residuals.
Critical value at 5% significance level: −2.23.
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Table 3: Estimation results under random matching

1 2 3 4 5
λn constant −13.853

(4.099)
−0.903
(0.092)

−1.057
(2.402)

−3.869
(1.599)

−0.481
(0.054)

lnV n 1.243
(0.151)

0.747
(0.056)

−0.233
(0.146)

- -

ln vn - - 1.131
(0.099)

1.016
(0.064)

0.896
(0.035)

lnUn −0.330
(0.151)

−0.747a −0.858
(0.087)

−0.778
(0.068)

−0.896a

Log-likelihood -0.03355 -0.03737 -0.00955 -0.00984 -0.01039
R2 0.927 0.918 0.979 0.978 0.977
CRSb 10.131 - 0.035 4.558 -
monthly dummies = 0c 63.497 72.597 227.000 228.913 217.294
yearly dummies = 0d 291.810 260.306 351.451 521.222 530.837
ADF e -6.921 -4.485 -5.685 -5.945 -5.861
Sample averages:
λn 0.153 0.181 0.146 0.148 0.161
1/λn 7.6 6.2 7.6 7.6 7.0
µn 0.576 0.712 0.577 0.574 0.630
1/µn 1.8 1.5 1.9 1.9 1.7

Notes. Monthly data not seasonally adjusted. Dependent variable: vacancies filled at U.K.
Job Centres (adjusted). All specifications include monthly and yearly dummies. Estimation
method: non-linear least squares. Heteroskedatic-consistent standard errors (White 1980)
are reported in brackets. Predicted unemployment and vacancy durations are computed as
sample averages of 1/λn and 1/µn, respectively. No. Observations: 171. Source: NOMIS.

a. Coefficient constrained to equal the value reported.
b. Wald test, distributed as χ2(1), of the hypothesis that the sum of the coefficients on
lnV n, ln vn and lnUn is zero. Critical value at 5% significance level: χ2(1) = 3.841.
c. Wald test, distributed as χ2(11), of the hypothesis that monthly dummies are jointly
zero. Critical value at 5% significance level: χ2(11) = 19.675.
d. Wald test, distributed as χ2(14), of the hypothesis that yearly dumies are jointly zero.
Critical value at 5% singificance level: χ2(14) = 23.685.
e. ADF statistics (four lags) for the presence of a unit root in the estimated residuals.
Critical value at 5% significance level: −2.23.
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Table 4: Estimation results under stock-flow matching

1 2 3 4 5
λn constant −0.161

(2.414)
−3.644
(1.745)

−0.718
(0.188)

−0.567
(0.087)

−0.643
(0.315)

lnV n −0.200
(0.099)

_ _ _ _

ln vn 1.098
(0.080)

1.034
(0.073)

0.875
(0.057)

0.930
(0.041)

0.923
(0.058)

lnUn −0.930
(0.096)

−0.817
(0.058)

−0.875a −0.930a −0.923a

pn constant −2.521
(0.487)

−2.269
(0.416)

−2.476
(0.693)

−2.181
(0.513)

−1.903
(0.884)

lnV n _ _ −1.778
(1.057)

−0.187
(0.511)

ln vn _ _ 2.713
(1.056)

_ 0.193
(0.877)

lnun −0.935a 0.187a −0.193a
log-likelihood -0.00921 -0.00956 -0.00894 -0.00982 -0.00983
R2 0.980 0.979 0.980 0.978 0.978
CRSb 12.295 3.122 — — —
monthly dummies = 0c 216.745 211.398 235.091 184.676 210.050
yearly dummies = 0d 316.169 536.041 292.333 444.064 548.361
ADF e -6.508 -6.774 -6.459 -6.787 -6.059
Sample averages:
λn 0.135 0.132 0.132 0.142 0.134
pn 0.080 0.103 0.104 0.102 0.167
(1− pn) /λn 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.2 7.2
µn 0.053 0.067 0.070 0.070 0.105
qn 0.570 0.556 0.557 0.590 0.556
(1− qn) /µn 10.6 8.3 10.8 8.0 5.1

Notes. Monthly data not seasonally adjusted. Dependent variable: vacancies filled at U.K.
Job Centres (adjusted). All specifications include monthly and yearly dummies. Estimation
method: non-linear least squares. Heteroskedatic-consistent standard errors (White 1980)
are reported in brackets. Predicted unemployment and vacancy durations are computed
as sample averages of (1 − pn)/λn and (1 − qn)/µn, respectively. No. observations: 171.
Source: NOMIS.

a. Coefficient constrained to equal the value reported.
b. Wald test, distributed as χ2(1), of the hypothesis that the sum of the coefficients on
lnV n and lnUn is zero. Critical value at 5% significance level: χ2(1) = 3.841.
c. Wald test, distributed as χ2(11), of the hypothesis that monthly dummies are jointly
zero. Critical value at 5% significance level: χ2(11) = 19.675.
d. Wald test, distributed as χ2(14), of the hypothesis that yearly dumies are jointly zero.
Critical value at 5% singificance level: χ2(14) = 23.685.
e. ADF statistics (four lags) for the presence of a unit root in the estimated residuals.
Critical value at 5% significance level: −2.23.
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Figure 1: New hires, vacancies and unemployment in the U.S., 1968-1981. Source:
Blanchard and Diamond (1989).
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Figure 2: Unemployment stock, inflow and outflow in Britain: September 1985-
December 1999. Source: NOMIS.
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Figure 3: Vacancy stock, inflow and outflow in Britain: September 1985-December
1999. Source: NOMIS.
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Figure 4: Actual and predicted matches on HP filtered data.
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Figure 5: Actual and predicted matches on non-filtered data.
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Figure 6: Mean vacancy hazards in Britain by duration (weeks), 1987-1995. Source:
Coles and Smith (1998).
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